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A factorial set for the Gaussian integers is a set G = {g8, , g, . . . g”} of Gaussian 
integers such that G(z) = I& (z - gJ/gx takes Gaussian integer values at Gaussian 
integers. We characterize factorial sets and give a lower bound for maxjZ18,+,/, 
I G(z)\. It is conjectured that there are infinitely many factorial sets. A Gaussian 
integer valued polynomial (GIP) is a polynomial with the title property. A bound 
similar to the above is given for max,,lz,. I G(z)\ if G(z) is a GIP. There is a relation 
between factorial sets and testing for GIP’s. We discuss this and close with some 
examples of factorial sets, and speculate on how to find more. 
Polynomials which take Gaussian integer values are an instance of whole- 
valued polynomials over an algebraic number field. In a first draft of this 
paper some general results were developed as groundwork for the topics 
advertised in the abstract. 
This was unnecessary as a very nice paper of G. Polya had already, in 1919, 
covered the subject [4]. We shall use one of his results heavily, and it seems 
appropriate to quote it here. The result is Satz 4 of his paper. 
THEOREM (Pblya). Let K be an algebraic number field and p a prime ideal 
of K. Let G(z) be a polynomial of degree n, and suppose that for every integer 5 
of K, G(5) E 0 mod pa. Further suppose that not all the coeficients of G(z) are 
divisible by p. (It is well known, and in any case easily proved, that the coeficients 
of G(z) must lie in K if G(5) is to be in K for all 5.) Then a < [n/II p 111 + 
bill P II”1 + --. = Cc”=, [n/II p ljl], where 11 p (1 denotes the norm of the ideal p. 
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1. FACTORIAL SETS 
DEFINITION. A factorial set (FS) for the Gaussian integers is a set of 
nonzero Gaussian integers G = {g k : 1 & k < n} such that for each Gaussian 
integer 5, G(c) = l-I,“=, (5 - gk)/gk is a Gaussian integer, i.e., G(z) = 
Ilk”s, (2 - gk)lgk is a Gw. 
Remark. At the end of the paper we give two small examples of factorial 
sets. The reader may wish to apply the tests given there to one or both of these. 
Notation. We shall use p to denote a prime ideal of the Gaussian integers, 
and 11 p 11 to denote the norm of p. Thus j 1 + i / = 21j2, while I](1 + i)jl = 2. 
Let I denote the set of all Gaussian prime ideals, R the field Q(i). 
DEFINITION. If r # 0 E Q(i), (I) = nip *(pan (decomposition of r into a 
product of prime powers), K(p, r) is the highest power of p that divides r. 
If r = 0 we set K(p, r) = fco. Note that K(p, r) may be negative, e.g., 
K(p, r) = -1 if(r) = p-l. Note also that K(p, rIl;) = K(p, rI) + K(p, r2). 
Remark. K(p, r) is the classical logarithmic p-adic valuation of r. 
DEFINITION. For rational integer 1, 
K(P, r, 0 = 1 if K(p, r) > I> 0 
- - 1 if K(p, r) < I < 0 
= 0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 1. If r E Q(i), p E I then 
K(P, r) = 2 K(P, r,l). 
l=-cc 
Proof. If K(p, r) = n 3 0, K(p, r, 1) = 1 for 0 < I ,< n, else 0. And if 
K(p,r)=n<O,K(p,r,I)=-lforn<I<OelseO. 1 
LEMMA 2. G = (g, , g2,..., g,} is a factorial set if and only if for all p E I, 
all Gaussian integers 5, 
gl K(P, 5 - gk) 3 f K(P, gJ. 
k=l 
Proof. Suppose G is an FS. Then for all Gaussian integers 5, G(5) = 
nzE1 (5 - gk)/& is a Gaussian integer, so K(p, G(S)) > 0. Thus 
i K(P, 5 - gk) - k$‘l K(P, gk) 3 0. 
k=l 
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Conversely, suppose that for all 5, p, 
i K(P9 i - Sk> b f K(p, gk,). 
k=l I;=1 
Then K(p, G(5)) >, 0 for all p, so G(z) is a GIP and G an FS. # 
LEMMA 3. If G is a FS, p c I, and x is a nonzero congruence class mod p, 
then 
# {tx mod P) n G> 3 (1 - II P II3 # ((0 mod P) n (2. 
Proof. We first make the following observations. For n > 1, g, 5,) and & 
Gaussian integers, and p f I, 
(1) JQ, L -g, 4 = 0 =+- QP, iI1 - g, n + 1) = 0, 
(2) K(p,il-gg,n+1)=1~~(P,51-gg,n)=l, 
(3) Cl = L mod pn * K(p, iI - g, 4 = J~P, iz - g, n>, 
(4) QP, Cl - g, 4 = K(p, L - g, 4 = 1 * il = iz mod P”. 
Accordingly K(p, x - g, n) = K(p, < - g, n) for any 5 = x mod p”. 
Since G is a FS, for all x’ z x mod p, 
i K(PS -d - g?c) 3 f qp, g.J 3 f X(p, g, , 1) 
h-=1 kl k=l 
= #{(0 modp) n G]. (A) 
Among the classes y mod p2 such that y 3 x mod p, there exists one which 
minimizes Ci-=, K(p, y - g,, , 2), and for that y, 
i WPTY -g8,,2) ~llPll-‘k~~K(p,x-gk, 1). 
k=l 
Let xZ = y. 
Continuing in this way there exists a sequence x = x1 , x2 ... of nested 
congruence classes x1 mod pi such that 
xl-gk,I) <IIpV t K(p,x-gg,,l) 
k=l 
for all 1. 
Since for sufficiently large 2, (i.e., II p jlE > n) this gives K(p, xz - g, , 1) = 0 
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for 1 < k < n, we may choose a Gaussian integer 5 # 0 such that 5 = x1 
modpl, I 3 1. Now we have 
#X0 modp) n Gl < f K(P, 5 - a) 
k--l 
d (1 - /I p ii-‘1-l i: K(p, 5 - gk 3 I>* 1 
x’=l 
COROLLARY. # ((0 mod PI C-I (3 9 n II P ll/Kll P II - 0” + II P III. 
Proof. The j/p I/ - 1 nonzero congruence classes x mod p each satisfy 
# {(x mod p) n G> Z (1 - Ii P Ii-9 # W mod p> n G>. Thus (1 + (II P II - 1) 
(1 - Ij p [I-‘)) # ((0 modp) n G) < n, which is equivalent to the corollary. 1 
Remark. This corollary gives, independently of [4], a slightly weaker 
version of the Lemma 4 to follow, namely, that I nz=, gk I2 < 
IJ, j/p pw4I-1u~ 
LEMMA 4. rf G = (gl, g,,..., gn} is a factorial set then I IJkn_l g, I2 d 
l-L /I P lla(p*n) where a(p, n) denotes C,“=, [n/lip II”]. 
Proof. Let H(z) = nI=, (z - gk). Let p E 1. Since the leading coefficient 
of H(z) is not divisible by p, it follows from [4, Satz 41 with z = 0 that there 
exists some Gaussian integer { for which H(5) satisfies K(p, H(l)) < a(p, n). 
NOW G(5) = W3lfW is a Gaussian integer by hypothesis, so K(p, G(c)) 2 0. 
Thus HP, WW = K(P, llbl gk) G 4p, 4. I 
COROLLARY. Under the same hypotheses, 
bl I g, I2 < IJI II p pl(flPII-l)l, 
proof. alp, 4 < bl(ll P 11 - VI. I 
Now consider the Dedekind 5 function for the Gaussian integers 
l*(s) = n (1 - II P ll-s>-1. 
I 
Let L(s) = Cz=‘=, (4/n)n-” = 1 - 3F + 5P - 7+ + 9-S .... 
(B) Note, that c*(s) = c(s) L(s). Now L(1) = 7r/4, and L’(1) = 
(--Qlog3 +*rog5 +1og7 ... N0.193. 
The exact value of L’(1) is given by Kronecker’s limit formula [6] as 
(~/4)(y - In 4 + (~/3) + 4 CL, e-2flk a-,(k)) where y is Euler’s constant 
and a-,(k) = Cd/k d-l. 
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By comparing the constant coefficients on both sides of (B), we have 
5*(s) = 4(s ” 1) + c -I- O(s - 1) where c = rL(l) + L’(1) = 0.646. 
cc> 
Another expression for c, less easily evaluated but more natural, is the 
counterpart for c* of the fact that c(s) = [l/(x - I)] + y + O(s - 1); 
y appears as lim,,,[&, (l/n) - JT (&/t)]. We have 
Now 
c = lim c ll4ll-‘-iJ” d area/j z j2 . .x-m CD) wqll<~ 1<IZ12<" 
-(5*‘(s>/5*w> = & - - “,” + 06 - 1) = C C (log II P IiMl~ Vs. 
I my 
(El 
Let A(q) be von Mangoldt’s function, i.e., A(q) = 0 if q is not a power 
of a prime ideal, A(q) = log IIp Ij if q is a power of p. Subtracting 4 * (C) 
from (E) we have 
03 
It is often possible in expressions such as (F) to replace lim,,, with 
lim,,, C 119,1G2 by an appeal to some version of the prime number theorem. 
We quote Landau [2] where one has 
c A(q) = x + O(x/log2 x). 
Ilqll<m 
63 
Equivalently, 
J& U(q) - 4/r) II 4 II-l = wll%2 4. 
With G(x) = CII~IIG (A(q) - 4/7r), we then have 
llq;G G’Kq> - 4/r) II q II-’ = s=+ dG(tW 
\ 1- 
= ,& (h?) - 4/q) II q II-’ = j-‘+dG(t)/t 
, 1- 
= /‘G(f)dt/P + 1 + O(1/log2 x). 
1 
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Thus 
; t4d - 4/n) II 4 II- s is convergent for 1 < s < 03 real. 
Since a Dirichlet series is a continuous function on any closed interval 
on which it converges, in view of(F), 
lim C (A(q) - 4/7f) I( q (l-1 = + . 
X’m llQll<~ 
From this we obtain an upper bound for log(fl~==, / g, 1”) if {gI , g, ..a glc> 
is a FS. For 
,,;,. (log II P llY(ll P II - 1) = + ( 1 
< 1141~~ 
I/ q II-l) + + o(1) 
from (H). 
NOW hdIL,I~k 12 < CI MIIPII - 111 log IIAI from the corollary to 
Lemma 4. And this is <n log n - (4nc/77) + o(n) in view of (D) and (H). 
We have proved that if G = {g, , g, ..a g,} is a FS then (to avoid confusion 
with I we have no (I)) 
log fi 1 gk I2 < n log n - 4nc/fl + o(n). (J> 
lC=l 
For comparison consider instead n I 5 12, the product taken over all 
Gaussian integers 5 such that 1 < ( 5 I2 < n/r. This product has analytic 
similarities to n !; it is roughly “the product of the first iz Gaussian integers.” 
That set of 5’s will not in general be a factorial set, though, since a prime 
ideal p of norm just less than n/n will divide n 1 5 I2 four times. But n//l p 11 w  
v < 4, which violates the corollary to Lemma 3 for large n. Thus we have 
no natural supply of factorial sets for the Gaussian integers such as (1,2,.. ., n}, 
which is a factorial set for the rational integers. 
THEOREM 1. There exist positive functions f(n) and g(n) such that f(n) = 
o(n), g(n) = O(n1’3 log n), and such that if G = {g, , g, ,..., gn} is a FS then 
+ (1 + log rr - $, n, where n = l-l I 5 12. 
l~lCl~~rr/n 
Remark. 1 + log rr - (4c/n) > 0 since c < 0.65. If the above constant 
had been negative, a consequence of Theorem 1 would have been that there 
would be no large factorial sets. 
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Proof (Theorem 1). It is well known that #{c : 1 5 I2 6 n/n> = n + O(F$/~). 
Let G’ be a set of n distinct nonzero Gaussian integers g’ such that if g’ E G’, 
g”#G’then (g’/ Gig”/. 
Then #{< : I 5 I2 < n/n, l $ G’] = O(U’/~). 
Thus 
Hence 
c log 1 g’ 12 - c log 1 ( 12 > -d/3 log(+). 
0’ 1<1512<nl~ 
-n’/3 log n < f log 1 g, j2 - c h2 I 5 I2 
k=l 1<15!2<n/n 
and the lower bound of Theorem 1 is proved. The upper bound depends on 
the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let H be a set of n nonzero Gaussian integers, and let i7 be 
the union of all squares of the form 
Q(h)={x+iy:a-+<x<a+$,b-$<yYb+&] 
such that a + bi E H. Then 
1 c log I h I2 - k log I z I2 d area / = o(log n), 
H 
where the implied constant does not depend on H. 
Proof of Lemma 5. For h E H, h = a + bi, 
log I h I2 - j- 
O(h) 
log I z I2 d area 
= ]og(az + b2) - ~~~~~~’ J”_:r,y lOg(x’ j y2) dy dx. 
For / h I small we are content to note that this is finite. 
Let w  = w(h, z) = w(a, b, x, y) = (a2 + b2 - x2 - y2)/(a2 + b2). For j h / 
sufficiently large, (1 - OJ)~ > 4 if z E Q(h). (In fact, I h I > 9 is sufficient, 
though we shall not need this explicit bound.) Now log(x2 + y2) = 
log(a2 + b2) + log(1 - w). According to the mean value theorem there 
exists c between 1 - w  and 1 such that -log(l - w) = w  + &J~c-~. Thus 
for / h I sufficiently large, z E Q(h) we have -log(l - w) = w  + @ I w  I2 
withjO/<l.No~w=(a~+b~)-~((a-x)(a+x)+(b-yy)(b+y))so 
j w  ! < (a2 + b2)-l (i Q ! + $ + ! b ’ + t), and / w  I2 < (a” + b2)-’ (I a I + 
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) b j + &)>“. Integrating over Q(h) we have that it = O(i h 1-2). To estimate 
CH [ h I-2, let G’ be as before a set of n distinct nonzero Gaussian integers 
which are (collectively) as close to zero as possible. Clearly &, 1 h 1-2 ,< 
CgEG, 1 g j-2. Since G’ roughly occupies a circle of radius (n/~)l/~, we have 
,;, I g IF2 < J-y* 6’ (r dr d0)/r2 = O(log n). 1 
To apply Lemma 5 to the proof of Theorem 1, let H = (g: g is a Gaussian 
integer, 1 < J g I2 < n/n>. Then # H = n + O(n’13). Let R be as in Lemma 5. 
Then {z: 1 ,< 1 z I2 < (Qz/#/~ - 2)2) 2 R C {z: 4 < I z I2 < ((n/r)l12 -t- 2)2} 
so JR log I z I2 d area = n log n - n(1 + log n) + O(n1i2 log n). Also 
CH log I h I2 - .Li log I z I2 d area =O(logn)so~HIogIh12 =nlogn- 
n(l + log n) + O(n112 log n). In view of the bound (J) this proves 
Theorem 1. i 
Our next theorem is to the effect that G(z) = n:==, (z - gk)/gk cannot be 
“small” for all z such that [ z I2 < n/r, if (g, , 1 < k < n> is an FS. 
THEOREM 2. There exists N > 0 such that ifn > N and G = {gl, g,,..., g,,} 
is an FS them maxl,ls,nl, I G(z)[~ > n. 
Proof. Let f(z) = CL, log I z - g, 12.fis a harmonic function except at 
gk, 1 ,<k,<n.Now 
Jz,Wn hZ log I z - gk I2 d(arc length) 
Thus there exists z, , ( z,, I2 = n/n such that 
Let n, = #{gk : 1 g, I2 < n/r}, Nl = (8, : 1 g, la < n/r} and N2 = (8, : 
I gk I2 > n/r}. From our previous estimates we know that the gg’s cannot 
all be large. In fact we must have n, >, n/logn. For otherwise, 
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I ((2?l-rk1)/n)“2 2n i- s r log(@) dr d0 + O(nli2 log n) lTt/74”~ 0 
>nlogn- n(1 + log Tr) + 2n log 2 + o(n). 
But log nE=, I g, j2 < n log n - 4nc/r + o(n), a contradiction since 4c/rr > 
1 + log 7r - 2 log 2. 
We therefore can assume n, > n/log n. Now &l(log(n/n) - log [ g, 1”) > 
TT SF”’ log z dz where n - m = &z, . This is because one cannot do any 
better than to place the g,‘s of N1 as near the rim of the circle of radius 
(n/~~)l/~ as possible. Approximating this placement by an integral, and using 
inI instead of n, to compensate for the slight difference between sum and 
integral, the inequality follows. 
Evaluating with n, = n/log n (the worst case), this is > n/2 log n, and so 
n%, 1 z0 - g, ]“/I g, I2 3 exp(n/2 log n) for n sufficiently large. 1 
We have actually proved a bit more, namely, that for sufficiently large n, 
(457n)-li2 1 (f(z) - f(O)> 2 evW2 log 4. 6) 
IZl&/T 
COROLLARY. For sujiciently large n, 
(47fn)-1/2 j” / G(z)12 2 exp(n/2 log n). 
I.Zl2=?2/77 
Proof, This follows from the above by Jensen’s inequality [5]. 1 
2. INTEGER VALUES POLYNOMIALS 
One consequence of Polya’s Satz 4 (see Introduction) is that if G(z) is a 
GIP of degree n, G(z) = a,zn + ... + a, then I a, /-2 < n, IIp Jj”(e*n). 
Further, he showed that for any n > 1 there exists a GIP of degree 12 for 
which equality holds above [4]. 
We use the bound on the leading coefficient to give bounds for maxi,l?<,l 
/ G(z)12 if G(z) is a GIP of degree n. 
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THEOREM 3. There exists N > 0 such that ifn > N, G(z) a GIP of degree n 
then maxiZIZsn 1 G(z)[~ > n. Further, 
n-l/2 
I 
1 G(z)]” dz > exp(-in + o(n)). 
121*=71 
Proof. Let G(z) = a,zyL + ... + a, . Then 
in view of Pirlya’s bound for ) a, /e2 and our bound (J). This in turn is > 
exp[(4cn/T) + o(n)] > exp(3n + o(n)). I 
The next theorem is similar but stronger, at the expense of a more 
complicated proof. 
THEOREM 4. There exists N > 0 such that if n > N and G(z) is a GIP 
of degree n then 
n-l/2 
s 
/ G(z)j2 dz 3 exp(n/log” n). 
fZjkl/2 
Proof. Let G(z) = a,Lz” + ... +a,beaGIP.LetG,(z) = G(z) -a,, + 1. 
G,(z) is of course also a GIP. Let 01~ , 01~ ,..., 01, be the zeros of G,(z). Then 
a-’ = &ndl ak . 
th”e (IIk . Now 
Let f(z) = Cz, log 1 z - elk 12. f is harmonic except at 
Jz,?= ,z i 
log / z - iyk I2 d(arc length) 
12 
=fj log I z - C+ I2 dart length 
k=l jz/z=n/z 
= 
( 
C log(n/2) + 2 log 1 ak I2 . 2~(n/2)‘/~. 
larlZ<n12 le~l2> n/2 1 
Now log 1 G(z)12 = C;==, (log 1 z - 01~ I2 - log I (Ye 12) so 
s log [ G(z)j2 d arc length IZi*=TZ/:! 
= 2+/2)‘/” C (log(n/2) - log ( elk 12). 
lo,/< n/2 
641/9/4-9 
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If now CI~,I~<~~~ (log(n/2) - log 1 (Yk 13 3 n/log2n we are done. But this 
must be so, for otherwise cal (log(@) - log 1 ak I”) < n/10g2n so log 
n;c.;, 1 ak I2 2 n l”&d2) - /I Iz Og2n. But log n;=, 1 ak I2 6 II log ?Z - 4&Z/n + 
o(n) so -4nc/n > --n log 2 and log 2 > 4c/7r which is false. 1 
3. TESTS FOR FACTORIAL SETS, GIP’s AND RELATED OBJECTS 
Remark. There is some overlap here with [4], but it would be difficult to 
present a coherent account of only that which is not there. 
DEFINITION. For p E I, call a set S of nonzero Gaussian integers a p- 
factorial set (p FS), if 
for all Gaussian integers 5. 
Remark. S is a factorial set if and only if for all p E I it is a p FS. 
DEFINITION. S is a p-test set (p TS) if for all m < # S, if G(z) is a poly- 
nomial over Q(i) of degree m then 
K(P, G(g)) 2 0 for g E S 3 K(P, G(5)) >0 
for all Gaussian integers 1;. 
DEFINITION. S is a test set if for all m < # S, if G(z) is a polynomial over 
Q(i) of degree m then 
G(g) a Gaussian integer for g E S q G(z) a GIP. 
Remark. S is a test set if and only if S is a p TS for all p E I. 
THEOREM 5. S is a p TS if and only iffor all s E S, (s’ - s : s’ E S, s’ # s} 
isapFS. 
Proof. (3) Suppose S = (s, , s1 ,. . ., s,) is a p TS. Let V’be the matrix 
whose kj entry is vki = (si)lc. Note that I’ is a Vandermonde matrix. Let Vs 
denote the kj entry of V-l. 
For 0 < j < n consider f,(z) = CiE0 Vj*kzk. Note that j&) = 0 if I # j, 
1 if 1 = j, since EE, Vet = CE=, v,*,vk6 = Idj, . 
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Since S is a p TS, deg jj(z) = n < # S, and K(p,fi(s)) 3 0 for s ES, 
K(p,f,(c)) 2 0 for all Gaussian integers 5. But 
“h(z) = I-I (S). 
Q@<n k#j 
Tiws {si -s, :0 <k <n, k #j} is a p FS. 1 
(c-) If {Sk - sj : 0 < k < n, k # j} is a p FS then K(p, nk+ (-sJ) 2 
K(p, I&+ (q - sk)) for all 5. Now let g(z) be a polynomial of degree <n, 
g(z) = a, + a12 + **a + (I,P, and suppose K(p, g(s)) 3 0 for s ES. Let 
5 4 S be a Gaussian integer. 
Let 
2 t 
i-1 ii 
= V-l . . 
i ;* 
By hypothesis K(p, lk) 2 0 for 0 < k < n. Now g(5) = z&, a,,,{” = 
Ci=, a, ~~~, (sJrn & = EL=, Jk xzEO &&k)m. Each inner summand con- 
tains p to a nonnegative power by hypothesis, so K(p, g(5)) 3 0. 1 
COROLLARY. Theorem 5 holds if we replace “p TS” with “test set” and 
‘p FS’ with “Fs”. 
Proof. Immediate from the respective definitions. 
THEOREM 6. S is a p TS if and only if for all k 3 I, for all congruence 
classes x, y mod pk, 
#Wns)-#hw-W =Oor fl. 
Remark. We shall need to borrow from graph theory the idea of a tree, a 
branch, a subtree, etc. It may be of value to describe these intuitively before 
stating precise definitions. 
is a weighted tree with root (*) and three levels. 
The left half of the tree is the subtree over the vertex with weight 3. The 
chain of leftmost vertices is a branch of weight 6. On each level the weights 
differ by no more than 1; we call such a tree “perfectly balanced.” The weight 
of a vertex is the sum of the weights above it on any given level. 
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This tree arises as the graph of the test set S = (0, 1, 2, i, 1 + i, 2 + i, 
I + 2i) with respect to (I + i), a prime ideal of norm 2. 
We now prove Theorem 6. 
(-) Suppose S is a p TS. We construct a tree T as follows. There 
exists a least K > 0 such that no two elements of S are’congruent modulo 
pK. Each congruence class v mod p’;, 0 < k < K is a vertex (v) at level k of T. 
If (v’) C v on the preceding level there is an edge u’u of T. 
There is only one congruence class mod p”, the root. The weight of a 
vertex v, W(V), is the cardinality of u n S. A brunch B of T is a subgraph 
vr ,..., vKel of connected vertices vi at level i. 
The weight of B is 
LB W(17i). 
I 
Now let x be an arbitrary element of S. 
DEFINITION. For v E T, W,(V) = #(v n S/x). 
DEFINITION. B(x) is the unique branch of Tall of whose vertices contain x. 
By Theorem 5, (s - x : s f x, s E S} = S, is ap FS. Thus K(p, nsss, s) < 
K(p, JJseS, (5 - s)) for all 5. In tree jargon, o, (B(x)) < w,(B) for all 
branches B of T. 
DEFINITION. For v an arbitrary vertex of T, T(v) denotes the tree of all 
vertices connected to the root only through v, including v as its root. 
DEFINITION. A branch B of T(v) is the restriction of a branch B to T(v). 
DEFINITION. T(v) is balanced if for all x E v n S, for all branches B of T(u), 
Since T is balanced, T(v) must be balanced for every vertex v of T. 
DEFINITION. T(v) is perfectly balanced if on each level of T(v) the weights 
of the vertices differ by no more than one. 
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Remark. A perfectly balanced T(u) is clearly balanced as well. (Where 
but in mathematics could such a sentence occur in earnest! ?) Theorem 6 
asserts the converse. 
Now note that if v is a vertex K - 1 (the top level), T(o) has just one 
vertex and is both balanced and perfectly balanced. Suppose that for all 
vertices u above level K - N, T(V) is perfectly balanced. Let D’ be a vertex 
on level K - N. T(v’) must by hypothesis be balanced. If we can show that 
T(u’) is perfectly balanced we shall have a proof by induction on N of the 
theorem. 
Let [r] < r < (r) denote the two (possibly equal) integers nearest r. 
Now if all vertices of T(u’) on level K - N have the same weight within one, 
say y or v + 1, T(v’) must be perfectly balanced. 
For the weight .of a vertex above u’ at level K - N + M is between 
[y//lp Ii”‘] and (v + l/lip ii.“‘,. Since these differ by exactly one, 7’(v’) is as 
claimed perfectly balanced. 
To complete the proof we show that there cannot be vertices v”, VI on level 
K - N such that ~(0”) 3 ~(v”‘) + 2. For there would then exist a branch 
with weight > x!Zi ~<w(v”)/li p I!‘+ in T(v’), and another with weight 
< CL: [4dW p VI. 
The first summand exceeds the second by 1 for k > 0, at least by 2 for 
k -= 0. Thus the branches differ in weight by at least N + 1. Call the heavy 
branch B, , the light one B, . Then w,(B,) 3 w(B,) - N > w(B,) >, w,(B,). 
If x is the unique element belonging to all vertices of B, , this means that T 
is not balanced, and S, not a p FS, in contradiction to Theorem 5. 1 
Remark. Implicit in the above is that S is a p FS if and only if the branch 
of T containing all vertices of the form (0 mod p”) has minimal weight. 
We give two examples of factorial sets. The reader may wish to check them 
using the above criterion. The grids below have Gaussian integer vertices, 
the open circle denotes zero. 
With the assistance of an interactive computer program written by Professor 
S. Wagstaff at the University of Illinois the author has found factorial sets 
with up to 140 elements. 
The principal obstacle to constructing still larger factorial sets, I believe, 
is that most plausible attempts will not quite work, and an exhaustive search 
of all possibilities cannot be conducted because there are too many. 
It seems beyond belief that there could be arbitrarily large test sets. The 
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bounds of Theorems 1 through 4, together with the characterization of 
Theorem 5, do not quite seem sufficient to prove this, unfortunately. For 
some related results see [l]. 
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